
PAGE ONE 

  
Panel one: 

We see a generic shopping centre packed full of people but the frame focuses on a 

family of five. A woman, Rhea, walking ahead with purpose dragging a wailing child 

(Terry, 3) with her and a dazed-looking man, her husband Kevin,  following behind 

with a number of different shopping bags in one hand and a boy holding on to the 

other. This younger boy, Alan, 6, is engaged in a fight with his older brother 

Connor, 8, who stands next to them. 

  
Link: THE NIGHTMARE IS ALWAYS THE SAME 

 

Alan: GIVE IT BACK, IT’S MINE! DAD, TELL HIM! 

  
Rhea: KEVIN, SWEETHEART, I’VE GOT TO GET A FEW THINGS IN HERE 

  
  
Panel two: 

The mother Rhea ushers her child toward their father Kevin and kisses him on the 

cheek. Kevin smiles. The view is close in on the parents and only the heads of the 

three boys can be seen at the bottom of the frame. Terry is whimpering, Connor 

looks stubborn and supercilious, and Alan looks resentful 

 
Link: EVERY WEEKEND AT THE SHOPPING CENTRE - DEMONS IN TOW 

  
Rhea: TAKE THE BOYS TO GET SOME LUNCH NOW AND I’LL TAKE THEM TO THE 

TOY SHOP LATER. DEAL? 

 

Connor (to Alan): LIKE I EVEN WANT YOUR STUPID TOY. IT’S FOR BABIES. 
  
Terry: I’M HUNGRY 

  
Kevin: DEAL 

  
  
Panel three: 

[in silhouette] We see Rhea hurrying away while waving back at her husband. Kevin 

stands shoulders slumped with Alan tugging on one arm, Terry tugging at his coat 

and Connor standing sulkily a step further back. 

  
Link: MAYBE THREE WAS TOO MANY... 
 

Rhea: I’LL BE BACK IN A FEW MINUTES, YOU BOYS BE GOOD FOR YOUR FATHER 



  
Alan: YOU’RE THE BABY! DAD, CONNOR TOOK MY TOY! 
  
Connor: THAT IS SO NOT TRUE 

  
Terry: CAN YOU JUST GET SPRINKLES WITHOUT THE ICE CREAM? 

  
  
Panel four: 

Kevin is in a fast food restaurant with the boys. The scene has a sense of being a 

chaotic yet oddly formal family portrait. Connor is holding a different toy away from 

Alan. Terry is crying and Kevin sits glassy eyed in the middle and similarly 

slump-shouldered to previous panels. 

  
Link: BUT WE HAVE A SYSTEM, MY WIFE AND I... 

 

Alan: THAT’S MY TOY! DAD, TELL HIM! 

  
Connor: YOU’RE SUCH A LIAR, THIS WAS IN MY MEAL 

  
Terry: THEY PUT GHERKINS IN MINE! 

 

Link: I GET THEM FED... 
  
  
Panel five: 

Same basic image as panel four with Kevin being the only unchanging point in the 

picture: in the middle staring straight ahead. Terry, previous sadness forgotten, is 

looking away out of frame behind him while clumsily eating a french fry. Connor 

and Alan's fight has progressed slightly and they are grabbing at each other and 

shoving faces. 

  
Link: ...THEN I GET SOME TIME TO MYSELF 

 

Alan: LET GO, CONNOR! 

  
Connor: YOU LET GO! 

  
Alan and Connor together: DAD! TELL HIM! 

  
Terry: LOOK, THERE’S MUMMY 

  
Rhea [from off frame]: CONNOR! LEAVE YOUR BROTHER ALONE!  



PAGE TWO 

 

Panel one: 

(Inset into panel two) We see a much more relaxed Kevin strolling through the busy 

shopping centre, surrounded by other shoppers paying him no heed (though ideally 

we should see at least one person looking at him with no real interest). From here 

on out every panel featuring random crowd members should also feature at least 

one member of Kevin’s family inconspicuously placed among the crowd. Initially this 

can mean a blurred background character wearing the same colours but this should 

become more distinct as the story progresses. 

  
Link: ...AND GOD KNOWS I NEED THAT SOMETIMES. 

  
 
Panel two: 

Large panel (top half of page). View pulls out to show a faceless throng of shoppers 

making their way through the shopping centre with a fountain in the middle of the 

frame. You should be just about able to make Kevin out to the left side of the frame 

as well as a dark brown clothed figure among the crowd to the right side of the 

frame. This is The Stranger. 

  
Link: I CAN’T REMEMBER WHAT I’M LOOKING FOR... 

  
 
Panel three: 

A close-up on Kevin’s face shows him looking satisfied and happy for the first time 

in the piece. 

 
Link: ...SO I LOSE MYSELF IN THE CROWD INSTEAD. 
 
 
Panel four: 
Same close-up shot but Kevin now looks more alert, eyes narrowed as if he has spotted 
something 
 
Link: I’M SURE IT WILL COME TO ME 
 
Kevin: WHAT THE…? 
 
 
Panel five: 

There should be  suggestion of a view glimpsed through a crowd (blurred, 

out-of-focus heads bookending the panel). We see the stranger as if from a slight 



distance as he ducks around a corner, seemingly unaware of being observed though 

he exudes a cautious air. 

  
 
Panel six: 
We see Kevin slipping around what should be apparently the same corner (perhaps a sign on 
the wall to orient the viewer, either an advert or  a sign pointing to toilets and "red car park" etc) 
with the craned body position of someone trying to peer around. 
 
 

  



PAGE THREE 

 

Panel one: 

We get our first good look at The Stranger who is turning to face Kevin (from whose 

perspective we are now looking) with a raggedly heroic sweep of his heavy brown 

coat in a less crowded hallway (the kind that houses toilets and vending machines 

in shopping malls). There are a couple of people around The Stranger, none of 

whom look at him, but the man forms the focus of the panel. Under the coat he 

wears ragged trousers over sturdy boots, and a stained t-shirt with a bandolier 

crossing his chest. He has a deerstalker hat with what appears to be aviation 

goggles pulled up over them. The butt of a shotgun or rifle can be seen over one 

shoulder, a pistol is shoved into his waistband and a knife protrudes from the top of 

his boot. His dirty, unshaven faces bears an expression of surprise as he looks at 

Kevin. His fingertips are laid on the butt of the pistol. People around the pair might 

look at Kevin but no one should appear to be aware of The Stranger’s presence. 

  
Link: ON REFLECTION, THIS MAY HAVE BEEN A BAD IDEA 

 
The Stranger: HELLO. WHERE DID YOU COME FROM? 

 
  
Panel two: 

We see Kevin's face eyes wide with panic as he tries to extricate himself from the 

situation as smoothly as possible. The Stranger is laughing, eyes closed, genial. 

  
Kevin: UH, HELLO. I’M JUST...IS THERE A COFFEE PLACE... 

 

Stranger: HAH! COFFEE PLACE! MAN, I MISS THAT STUFF... 

 

Kevin: NO? OH WELL, SEE YOU LATER, THEN. 

 

 

Panel three: 

In a vague repeat of the previous panel Kevin has turned to leave with the same 

wide-eyed expression and the Stranger looks shocked 

 
The Stranger: WAIT... 

  
Kevin: SORRY TO HAVE BOTHERED YOU, I’M IN KIND OF A RUSH. MY FAMILY ARE 

WAITING...v 

  
The Stranger: WAIT! FELLA, WAIT! YOUR FAMILY? 

  



 
Panel four: 

Profile scene with Kevin to the far right of the panel marching away from The 

Stranger with a bemused expression. The Stranger is to the far left of the panel 

following. We can see a crowd milling to and fro in the background as well as shops. 

There are two or three shoppers between the two characters all glaring at Kevin, 

who has just charged past them. The one who shouts at Kevin should be, 

unbeknownst to Kevin, Rhea. No one should pay any attention to the pursuing 

Stranger. 

  
Stranger: YOUR FAMILY ARE HERE? HOW DID YOU ALL MAKE IT THROUGH? 

  
Kevin: WELL, YOU GET AN EARLY ENOUGH START YOU CAN CUT OUT MOST OF 

THE TRAFFIC... 

  
Shopper/Rhea (to Kevin): EXCUSE YOU, JERK! 

  
  
Panel five: 

Close up on The Stranger's face. He is concerned, alarmed even, shouting at Kevin 

possibly reaching out towards him. 

 

The Stranger: TRAFFIC...SURE. LISTEN FELLA, CAREFUL WHERE YOU...WHAT ARE 

YOU DOING?! 

  
 
Panel six: 

The Stranger tackles Kevin at the top of some stairs. 

  
Stranger: LOOK OUT! 
  
Kevin: OOF! 
  



PAGE FOUR 

 

Panel one: 

Kevin is sitting up from a supine position and angrily shoving the Stranger away 

from himself. The Stranger wears a surprised expression as he falls away from 

Kevin. In the background crowd one woman, Kevin’s wife, has stopped and stands 

facing the pair in the midst of an otherwise oblivious crowd. 

  
Kevin: ARE YOU CRAZY?! 

 

Link: WHAT THE HELL DID I LAND ON? 

  
 

Panel two: 

The stranger is on his feet and looks furious. Kevin is still clambering with some 

difficulty to his feet. He suddenly looks considerably more dirty than he should, his 

clothes are ragged and he himself looks gaunt and pale, he is gesturing toward the 

stairs. Rhea hasn’t moved and her expression remains blank, her eyes fixed on 

Kevin. The boys can also be seen in the crowd at separate points. 

  
Stranger: WHAT ARE YOU DOING? YOU WERE ABOUT TO WALK RIGHT OFF THE 

EDGE! 
  
Kevin: YEAH, ONTO THE STAIRS, FRONTIER DAN! MAYBE YOU'VE HEARD OF 

THEM? THEY'RE LIKE FALLING IN BITESIZE CHUNKS. 

 

Link: WHERE DID ALL THIS DIRT COME FROM? 

  
 
Panel three: 

The background should feature the same framing but we should see a very different 

scene. The mall is dark, ruined and empty, the stairs behind them are gone leaving 

only a sheer drop. Stranger is asking a question that has stunned Kevin into 

wide-eyed silence. Kevin looks at Rhea and doesn't seem to notice the change to 

their surroundings. The wife and boys remain in a spectral form while the rest of 

the crowd has disappeared along with the scene change. 

  
Stranger: WHAT STAIRS? 

 
Link: AND WHEN DID IT GET SO COLD IN HERE?  
 
 
Panel four: 



Same scene. Background has returned to the bright, modern-day scene now empty 

but for the static, expressionless and still-spectral members of Kevin’s family. Kevin 

wears a horrified expression. The Stranger's eyes are fixed on Kevin, still 

incredulous. Nothing is said. 

  
Link: SUDDENLY I REMEMBER... 
  
 
Panel five: 

Background is ruined again as Kevin starts to fall, glassy eyed, his knees halfway 

buckled as he begins to slump to the floor. The Stranger is reaching towards Kevin 

and looks concerned. The family members in the background can barely be seen 

anymore. 

 
Link: ...WHAT I WAS LOOKING FOR. 

 

Stranger: FELLA, ARE YOU ALRIGHT? HEY! 

  
 
Panel 6: 

Same view. The family are gone, Kevin has fallen to his knees and holds his face in 

his hands. The Stranger is leaning over him. 

  
Stranger: FELLA? TALK TO ME, FELLA... 

  
Kevin: OH GOD, NO...PLEASE, NO... 

 


